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Overview 
This guide is meant to be a supplement for teachers bringing their students to the live Planetarium show 

Explore the Galaxy  at the Museum of Science, Boston. The suggested  grade levels for this show are 

grades 6 – 8.  

 

A typical Explore the Galaxy  show begins on the Earth, examining several constellations, planets, and  

ind ividual stars of interest visible in the night sky. The  show then progresses through the solar system, 

d iscussing the planets, moons, asteroid s, comets and  dwarf planets and  their properties. Outside the solar 

system, interstellar space and  phenomena like nebulae, star clusters, and  exoplanets are explored . Fi nally, 

the Milky Way Galaxy and  its major components, such as the spiral arms, central bar, and  supermassive 

black hole, are d iscussed . Emphasis is placed  on interaction with the presenter, and  the immersive nature 

of the show attempts to deliver an understand ing of more abstract concepts such as scale and  scope. 

 

Connections to Education Standards  
The educational stand ards typically d iscussed  in this show are listed  below. However, the Planetarium 

educators may be able to accommod ate add itional specific topics you may be d iscussing with your 

students. To request these special topics, you must email schoolplanetarium@mos.org  w ith at least 2 

weeks advance notice.  
 

National Science Education Standards 

Content category Fundamental concept 

Earth and  Space Science /  

Earth in the solar system  

Most objects in the solar system are in regular and  

pred ictable motion. Those motions explain such 

phenomena as the day, the year, phases of the moon, and  

eclipses. 

Earth and  Space Science /  

Earth in the solar system  

The earth is the third  planet from the sun in a system that 

includes the moon, the sun, eight planets and  their moons, 

and  smaller objects, such as asteroids and  comets. The 

sun, an average star, is the central and  largest body in the 

solar system. 

 

Massachusetts Science and Technology/Engineering Frameworks 

Content category Learning standard 

Earth and  Space Science /   

The Earth in the Solar System #8 

 

Recognize that gravity is a force that pulls all things on 

and  near the earth toward  the center of the earth. Gravity 

plays a major role in the formation of the planets, stars, 

and  solar system and  in determining their motions. 

Earth and  Space Science /   

The Earth in the Solar System #10 

 

Compare and  contrast properties and  conditions of objects 

in the solar system (i.e., sun, planets, and  moons) to those 

on Earth (i.e., gravitational force, d istance from the sun, 

speed , movement, temperature, and  atmospheric 

conditions). 

Earth and  Space Science /   

The Earth in the Solar System #12 

Recognize that the universe contains many billions of 

galaxies, and  that each galaxy contains many billions of 

stars. 

Physical Sciences (Chemistry and  

Physics) /  Motion of Objects #11 

Explain and  give examples of how the motion of an object 

can be described  by its position, d irection of motion, and  

speed . 
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Classroom Activity 
The activity created  for this program is called  "Identifying Solar System Patterns," and  focuses on 

categorization and  graphing to aid  students in learning about patterns and  trends in our Solar System. 

There are two components to this activity, both of which can be found  as separate PDFs under the 

program listing on the Museum of Science website: 

 1) The activity sheet and  answer key (13 total pages) 

 2) The "planet cards" referred  to in the activity (2 pages) 

 

A more detailed  description of this activity can be found  at the end  of this gu ide.  

 

Vocabulary for Explore the Galaxy 
Black Hole- A region of space where mass is so highly concentrated  that the gravitational pull becomes 

incred ibly strong. Within a certain d istance from the black hole, called  the event horizon, nothing, not even 

light, is fast enough to escape the gravitational pull. Stellar black holes are left behind  after the collapse of 

a very massive star (10 to 15 times the mass of the Sun). Supermassive black holes are thought to exist at 

the centers of most galaxies, and  are much more massive than stellar black holes (on the o rder of 

hundreds of thousands to billions of times the mass of the Sun).  

 

Dwarf Planet- An object that (a) orbits the Sun and  (b) has sufficient mass to assume a nearly round  

shape, but (c) may orbit in a zone that has other objects in it. There are curren tly five accepted  dwarf 

planets: Ceres, Pluto, Eris, Makemake, and  Haumea. 

 

Exoplanet- A planet found  orbiting a star outside our solar system. In some cases, more than one 

exoplanet is found  orbiting the same star, making it part of a multiple planetary s ystem. 

 

Galaxy- A collection of billions of stars, gas, and  dust, all held  together by gravity. Our Milky Way 

Galaxy is spiral in shape and  name. Some galaxies are called  elliptical and  are spherical in shape, while 

others are called  irregular and  have shapes very d ifficu lt to classify. The closest sp iral galaxy to the Milky 

Way is the Andromed a Galaxy, almost 2.5 million light years away.  
 

Light Year- A light year is the d istance light can travel in a vacuum in one Earth year – roughly 

equivalent to 6 trillion miles. We use this measurement for objects in space because d istances are too great 

to measure by conventional means.  
 

Nebula- An interstellar cloud  of dust and  gas (predominantly hydrogen and  helium). Nebulae are 

commonly thought of as p laces where stars and  planets are being actively formed, but they  can also 

describe other astronomical phenomena. A planetary nebula is the gaseous shell released  upon the death of 

a low mass star. Supernova remnants, the gas thrown ou t from an explod ing, high mass star, are also 

sometimes referred  to as nebulae (for example, the Crab Nebula).  

 

Neutron Star- The dense remnant left behind  after the collapse of a very massive star (between 4 to 8 

times the mass of the Sun). The outer layers of the star are blown out into space as the star explodes in a 

supernova, leaving behind  only the central region of the original star. This central region collapses in on 

itself due to gravity, so much so that the protons and  electrons are forced  together to beco me neutrons.  
 

Planet- A celestial body that (a) orbits a star, (b) has sufficient mass to assume a nearly round  shape, and  

(c) has cleared  the neighborhood  around  its orbit, which means it is free of other large objects.  
 
 
 

http://www.mos.org/educators/field_trip_resources/field_trip_activities/view_by_curriculum_connection&d=4729&sdoc=all
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Radio Sphere- The bound ary of rad io transmissions sent from Earth into space, d istributed  uniformly 

in a spherical shape with Earth at the center. The earliest signals w ith enough power to escape the Earth 

were broadcast in the mid -1930s, and  all subsequent signals w ill continue to extend  out into space at the 

speed  of light. Because they have traveled  much faster and  farther than any spacecraft, these rad io 

transmissions mark the farthest influence of humanity in the Galaxy. The current rad ius of the rad io 

sphere is approximately 75 light years. 

 

Solar System- A collection of objects, such as planets, dwarf planets, moons, asteroids, and  comets that 

orbit a star. “Solar system” also refers to our own planetary system, orbiting the Sun.  
 

Supergiant- These are the most massive types of stars, ranging from 10 to 70 times the mass of the Sun. 

Their extreme mass typically means their lifetimes are short, lasting anywhere from only a few hundred  

thousand  years to 30 million years. When these stars have reached  the end  of their lives, they typically 

explode in a supernova, leaving behind  either a neutron star or a black hole.  
 

Star Cluster- A group of stars that share a common origin (nebula) and  are bound  by gravity to one 

another. There are 2 types of clusters: 1) Globular clusters are roughly spherical in shape and  contain 

between 10,000 to several million very old  stars; 2) Open clusters generally contain younger stars and  are 

less tightly-bound  than globular clusters, containing only a few hundred  stars . 

 

Supernova- The explosion and  internal collapse of a very massive star (greater than 4 times the mass of 

the Sun) at the end  of its life. 
 

White Dwarf- The incred ibly dense remnant of a star of low or medium mass (roughly 0.07 to 10 times 

the mass of the Sun). After a star has burned  through its hydrogen supply, a star of this size will shed  its 

outer layers as a p lanetary nebula, leaving the dense core behind , which will become the white dwarf. 

This core will cool off slowly over time to become a black dwarf, at which point it would  no longer rad iate 

heat or light. 
 

Activity Description 
The “Identifying Solar System Patterns” activity is designed  for small groups of 3 students, each of 

whom will be given a role. Each group will be given a set of cards with d ata for each of the 8 planets. 

 

First, they will observe each planet and  the solar system as a whole, record ing observations and  looking 

for trends or patterns.  

 

Then they will narrow their focus to just distance from the sun and  temperature.  They will record  this data 

in a table and  generate a simple graph. Using this graph, they will answer questions and  point out any 

outliers or odd  data.  They will also be asked  to explain possible reasons for any data trends and  outliers.   

 

Next they will graph distance from the sun and  orbital period.  Again, they will be asked  to analyze this data 

and  identify any trends or patterns. Additionally, they will be asked  to extrapolate the trend  to make 

inferences about other solar system objects, like the asteroid  belt and  Plu to.  

 

Additional observations will have students look at other planetary characteristics (specifically composition 

and  number of moons) to determine further trends in the solar system.  

 

To wrap up and  review these concepts, students will be asked  to interpolate all the properties for an 

imaginary planet d iscovered  between Uranus and  Neptune. 
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Useful Skills & Prior Knowledge 
Graphing  

Gravity  

Negative numbers  

Interpolation/ Extrapolation  

The Metric System  

Solar System Motions 

 

Potential Pitfalls/Things to Look Out For 
1) The Y axis for graph 1 extends beyond  zero into negative numbers. Remind  students to watch out for 

these negative numbers when graphing.  

 

2) Since students are instructed  to mix up the cards between data  collection, remind  them to d ouble-check 

that the data is recorded  for the correct planet.  

 

3) Because Venus is the outlier in the first graph and  plots more positively than Mercury, students may 

mistakenly start connecting their data points at Venus and  accidentally skip Mercury. When they are  

connecting the points in their graph, remind  them to pay close attention to the ord er of the points (so they 

will be able to spot the outlier). 

 

4) For graph 2 the first few planets are very close together and  students might struggle.  

 

5) Students may have trouble explaining trends and  may need  prompting to think about scientific 

principles that they can use to help explain observations (i.e. more massive objects have higher gravity; a 

thick atmosphere can artificially increase temperature, despite d istance from the Sun; etc.). 

 

Comments? 
Please email schoolplanetarium@mos.org  with any comments or suggestions you  may have to improve 

this educator's guide or activity! 

 
 


